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Concurrent with the conclusion of the Uruguay Round in 1994, the European Union and the United 
States reached a historic market-opening Government Procurement Agreement on 15 April 1994 
after several years of dillicult negotiations. This Agreement, signed at Marrakech, expanded on the 
25 May 1993 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the US and the EU which clarified 
provisions of the "Utilities Directive" 93/38/EEC, covering purchases in the water, transport, energy 
and telecommunications sectors. At the end of the negotiations in 1994, the Agreement extended 
enhanced access for purchases of over US $ 100 billion in both the US and EU markets, according 
to the Deloitte & Touche study on Procurement Opportunities'. This includes procurements of all 
goods by all EU central governments and local authorities, as well as selected procurement by 37 
US States and seven US cities. Much of the 1994 agreement is implemented through the WTO 
Government Procurement Agreement (GPA) which took effect on January 1, 1996. 

The appearance of comparabiity between the two offers was important to both parties. In the case 
of the US, this represents 9.2 percent of total government purchases in 1992. In contrast, the Tokyo 
Round GPA of 1979 covered only 1.9 percent of total US public procurement in 1991. On this basis, 
the recent GPA represents a sigdicant expansion of coverage. 

However, it is not clear how the GPA has been implemented and what effects it has on public 
procurement practices both in the EU and the US. A number of consultants' studies commissioned 
by the Commission are under way to review the quantitative and qualitative implications of the GPA, 
and in particular the bilateral US-EU Agreement on public procurement of May 19952. 

These studies will complement the discussion around the Green Paper on Public Procurement in the 
EU3 and other studies dealing with the liberalization of public procurement in the single Market 
(Annex 3). 

In an international negotiating context, the standard approach to examining the implications of 
procurement practices for market access has been to emphasize the value of contracts covered. 
Although the evaluation by the consultants is expected in Autumn 1997, it is evident fiom the 

Deloitbz & Touche, June 1994, Study of Public Procurement Opportunities : European Union and Government of 

the United States. 

2 Council Decision of29 May 1995 (95/215/EC), concerning the Conclusion of an Apement in the f o m  of exchange of 
letters between the European Community and the United States of America on government procurement (OJ L 134D5, 
20.06.1995). 
The GPA forms an in- part of the legal order of the Community through Council Decision 94/800/EEC of 22 December 
1994, which approves the agramentr in #e Uurguay Round multilateral negotiations. This does, however, not entail 
that its provisions can be directly invoked before the jurisdictions of the Community and the Member States (last recital of 
Decision 94BOOIEEC). consequently, the GPA entered into force in the Community on 1 January 1996 as stipulated in its 
Article XXIV. Its implementation by the Community does not therefore, per se, require any transposing measures. 

COM (96) 583 final 
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number of derogations4 in the Agreement, that a clear-cut judgment of reciprocal or equivalent 
market opportunities remains problematical. In the following analysis, the position of the US and the 
EU will be examined on the basis of published public procurement reports. 

Amended general notes and derogations from the provisions of Article m of Appendix I of the AgreementEC (OJ L 134/35, 
20.05.1995). 
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PUBLIC PROCUREMENT IN THE UNITED STATES 

Value of Procurement 

The share of public expenditure in total US GDP stood at around 35-37 per cent during the period 
1990-1995, lower than in most other OECD countries5. Out of  this, federal purchases represented 
6.5 per cent of GDP and State and local purchases 11.0 per cent o f  GDP in 1994. State and local 
procurement was greater than federal procurement. It is expected that the falling share of federal 
purchases in total procurement will continue. The biggest single item at all levels is compensation 
of  employees ; it represents half o f  federal purchases for both defence and non-defence purposes, 
as well as two thirds o f  State and local purchases. 

The most important category o f  federal procurement is defence, followed by services. Half of all 
federal purchases are for defence purposes, illustrating the importance o f  this sector in total 
govemment procurement (Chart 1 on page 8). 

Not surprisingly, durable goods (including tanks, aircraft carriers, ballistic missiles, and the like) are 
a particularly important aspect of defence purchases. At the state and local level, the dominant 
category for durable goods expenditures is construction- infrastructure. As a sigdicant share of 
infkstmcture is publicly provided, govemment procurement policies may have a sigdicant impact 
on total imports, since this demand takes place in trade-oriented sectors such as durable goods in 
contrast with less trade-oriented sectors, such as non- durables and other services. In this context, 
the opening-up of  public procurement to foreign competition would play an important role in overall 
trade liberalization. 

WTO Secretariat, "Trade Policy Review United States", 21 October 1996. 
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CHART 1 

Government expenditure and procurement, 1990-95 
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Tendering Procedures 

Tenders for federal government procurement contracts above a threshold value of US $25,000 are 
announced in the Commerce Business Dailv. Electronic tendering procedures are being developed 
but have not been M y  implemented. Recent orientations and legislation direct the Federal 
Government to move fiom the current paper-based system to electronic procedures and to the 
implementation of federal acquisition computer network architecture (FACNET) by 1 January 2000. 

Tenders for local and State contracts may be published in local or State publications. For the 37 
States which have made commitments under the GPA, covered procurement must be publicly 
advertised. These States utilize state-level publications, although the USTR encourages the States 
to announce their tenders in the Commerce Business Dailv. Additionally, the States are exploring 
the possibility of a home-page on the Internet for procurement. 

Legal Aspects of the GPA 

The US was a signatory of the 1979 Tokyo Round Agreement on Government Procurement. This 
Agreement (or Todel') opened up 7.8 per cent of federal non-wage procurement to foreign 
competition. The Buy-American Act (BAA) of 1933, requiring the US Government to purchase US 
produced products unless "the head of the Federal Agency concerned shall determine it to be 
with the public interest or the cost to be6 unreasonable7", was waived for the signatories. 

This waiver was continued for signatories of the 1994 Plurilateral GPA which came into force on 
1 Janua~y 1996. Under the Tokyo Code of 1979 between 8 and 12 per cent of tenders subject to the 
Code, were won by non-US companies. Market access to foreign government procurement by US 
companies under the Tokyo Agreement did not klly meet US expectations' , which led to a 
renegotiation and the conclusion of the 1994 GPA. Under Title VII of the Trade and 
Competitiveness Act of 1988, the US authorities reserve the right to withdraw access to its 
government procurement market granted under the Agreement. The innovation of the 1994 
Agreement was the procurement extension to services and to selected States and local authorities'. 

Buy American Act, Title III, Section 2 

US products are defined as 50 per cent domestic content. Unreasonable is defined as 6 to 12 per cent, while a higher 
percentage may be applied if it serves the national interest. The Department of Defense has applied a 50 per cent price 

differential under the national interest clause. A 12 per cent difference is applied to products produced in labour-surplus 
areas.  The Buy-American provisions do not apply to services. 

* US General Accounting OfEce, 1994 

Annex 2 and 3 (OJ L 134/26,20.06.95) 
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A summary of the commitments under the 1994 GPA is given in table 1 .  

TABLE 1 

Summpry of the commitments under the 1994 W O  Plurilateral Agreement on Government Procurement' 

~~ ~ 
~~ ~ 

Goods Services Construction 

zentral 
kvernment 

s.Ubccntral 

30vemments' 

Public 
ltiIitie.4 

Threshold SDR 130.000 
Most-favourad-nation (m.fn) 
treatment. Federal 
Aviation Administration 
excepted. 

Threshold; SDR 355.000 
mXn. treatment for procurement by 
37 States onlyd Canada, Switzerland 
and Norway excepted. National 
treatment of EU bids on contracts 
procured by North Dakota and West 
Virginia and 7 of the 24 largest US 
cities'. 

Threshold; SDR 400.000 ; m.f.n. 
treatment for procurement by the 
New York and New Jersey Port 
Authority, the Port of Baltimore, and 
New York Power Authority, as well 
as power generation projects funded 
by Rural Electrification 
Administration. 
Canada, Swikdand and Norway 
excepted (Japan is excluded from 
entities responsible for generation 
and distribution of electricity). 

Threshold; SDR 182.000; m.fn. 
treatment for procurement by 
Tennessee Valley Authority, Power 
Marketing Administrations, and St. 

Switzerland and Norway excepted. 
National Treatment of EU bids on 
contracts tendered by Massachusetts 
Port Authority (Japan is excluded 
from entities responsible for 
generation and distribution of 
electricity). 

Lawrence seaway. Canada, 

Threshold SDR 130.000; 
nxipmcal ~cccss. F e d d  
Aviation Administration 
excepted 

Threshold; SDR 355.000, 
reciprocity for 37 states only". 
Canada, Switzerland and Norway 
excepted. National treatment of 
Eu bids on contracts procured by 
North Dakota and West Virginia 
and 7 of the 24 l a r g e s t  U.S cities'. 

Threshold; SDR 400.000; 
reciprocity for procurement by the 
New York and New Jersey Port 
Authority, the Port of Baltimore, 
and New York Power Authority, 
as well as power generation 
projects fUnded by Rural 
Electrification Administration. 
Canada, Switzerland and Norway 
excepted (Japan is excluded from 
entities responsible for generation 
and distribution of electricity). 

Threshold; SDR 182.000; 
reciprocity for procurement by 
Tennessee Valley Authority, 
Power Marketing Administrations, 
and St. Lawrence Seaway. Canada 
Switzerland and Norway 
excepted. National Treatment of 
EU bids on contracts tendered by 
Massachusetts Port Authority 
(Japan is excluded from entities 
responsible for generation and 
distribution of electricity). 

Threshold SDR S miIlion; 
m.f.n. treatment. Federal 
Aviation Administration 
excepted. 

Threshold; SDR 5 million (for 
Korea SDR 15 million), m.f.n. 
treatment for procurement by 

Canada, Switzerland and 
Norway excepted. National 
treatment of EU bids on 
contracts procured by North 
Dakota and West V i a  and 
7 of the 24 largest U.S 
cities'. 

37 states only? 

Threshold; SDR S million (for 
Korea SDR 15 million), rn.fn. 
treatment for procurement by 
the New York and New Jersey 
Port Authority, the Port of 
Baltimore, Tennessee Valley 
Authority, Power Marketing 
Administrations, St. Lawrence 
Seaway, and New York Power 
generations project funded by 
the Rural Electrification 
Administration. 

Canada, Switzerland and 
Norway excepted. National 
Treatment of EU bids on 
contracts tendered by 
Massachusetts Port Authority 
(Japan is excluded from 
entities responsible for 
generation and distribution of 
electricity). 
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a Telecommunications contracts are not included. US Set asides on behalf of small and minority-owned 
businesses are exempt. The US offer includes, jnter alia, the following services; transpartation (except when 
incidental to procurement of supplies, dredging, overseas military services procurement; public utilities services; 
R and D services; and printing services. 

b Except Japan for contracts procured by the N.AS.A. 

C State mass-transit and highway improvement projects that receive federal funding, are exempted from these 
commitments States may still apply restrictions that promote the general environmental quality in that state, as 
long as such restrictions are not disguised barriers to international trade. 

d Including the five most populous States (California, Pennsylvania, New York, Florida and Texas). 

e Chicago, Detroit, Boston, Dallas, Indianapolis, San Antonio, and Nashville. 

f Airports that receive federal funding are exempted fiom these commitments. 

Sources : W O  secretariat, "Trade Policy Review - United States", October 19% based m the 1994 W O  Plurilateral 
Agreement on Government, Geneva; WTO Secretariat; and Schott, JeflGrey J. assisted by Johanna W. Bwrman 
(1 995), The Uruguav Round an assess men^ Institute for International Economics, 
Washington, D.C. 

The US currently extends comprehensive access to its fbll commitments under the GPA to the EU 
(including the new Member States), Israel, Japan and the Republic of Korea (Japan is still excluded 
fiom contracts for electricity utilities because it does not offer reciprocal coverage, according to the 
US authorities). 
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Buy American Practices 

Although a significant amount of government procurement is covered by the W O  GPA, many 
barriers to EU exporters remain. In its Market Access Sectoral Report" (Annex l), the Commission 
provides a long list of "Buy America" practices. A wide variety of products are excluded pursuant 
to the security exception contained in Article Xxm GPA. These include, inter alia, motor vehicles, 
engine accessories, materials handling equipment, rope, cable, chain, medical equipment and 
supplies. In all, 56 Federal Supply Classification categories may be subject to an Article 
exception Although the GPA applies to large States, not all procurement in those States is open to 
imports". For example, Florida, Illinois, Michigan and New York exclude construction grade steel, 
coal and motor vehicles. State procurement promoting the development of distressed areas and 
businesses owned by minorities, disabled veterans, and women are also excluded. This is similar to 
exclusion at the federal level of set asides on behalf of small and minority business. 

In addition to EU monitoring in the Market Access Report, the Canadian12 Department of Foreign 
Affairs and International Trade and the W O  Trade Policy Review  report^'^ provide examples of 
"Buy-American, Buy-State, Buy-Local" provisions, such as : 

- the "Berry Amendment", which requires the Department of Defense to buy food, clothing, fabrics 
and specialty metals that are products of the United States; 

- the "Bymes-Tollehn Amendment", which prohibits foreign construction of US ships or foreign 
supply of major ship components. 

Other examples of US federal Buy American requirements include : 

- The Foreign Relations Act requires 55 % American content on all Voice of America 
modernization contracts, 

- The Foreign Assistance Act prohibits use of US hnds (including foreign military sales) for 
procurement fiom foreign sources unless the President determines that such procurement would 
not adversely affect the US economy or industrial base. 

lo http://mkaadb.eu.inthnkdbf 

Joseph Franwis, Douglas Nelson, N. David Palmiter, "Public Procurement in the United States:A-Post-UruguayRound 
Perspective" p. 1 0 6 ,  in Law and Policv in Public Purchasing, Bernard Hockman (d.) 1996. 

l2 Canada, being signatory to both GPA and NAFTA, has procurement contract threshold values set below the level 
established in the GPA. The same applies to Israel, which also has preferential free-trade and procurement agreements 

with the us. 

l3 - Renister of United States Barriers to Trade 1996, "Government Procurement and Domestic Preference Legislation", 
pp13-16 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Ottawa 

- W O ,  "Trade Policy Review", Oct 1996, pp 83-86. 
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Additional Buy-American or Buy-State provisions are specified in a range of federal, State and local 
laws and regulations. Examples of federal preference programmes which have been noted by other 
W O  members are : 

the Competition in Contracting Act of  1984 - allows for procurement restrictions in order to 
achieve industrial policy objectives; 

the National Space Policy Directive of  1990 - restricts US Government satellites launching 
to US manufactured launch vehicles only; 

the Airport and Airway Safety, Capacity, Noise Improvement and Inter-modal Transportation 
Act o f  1933 - includes price and local - content preferences for US products procured by the 
Federal Aviation Authority; 

the Federal Water Pollution Control act, as amended by Section 39 o f  the Clean Water Act - 
provides 6 per cent preferences for US suppliers to water treatment projects; 

the S& Transportation Assistance Act of 1978 - provides federal assistance to State transport 
projects, provided that the States impose US standards including 25 per cent price preferences 
for US equipment and require the use of US steel; 

the Inter-modal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 - extends the existing Buy- 
American restrictions on iron and steel products, and reserves 10 per cent o f  total appropriations 
for US smal l  and disadvantaged business; 

the Amtrak Improvement Act of 1978 as amended - limits procurement o f  steel products, rolling 
stock and power train equipment under certain conditions to US suppliers; 

the Rural Electrification Administration - provides loans and loan guarantees to telephone and 
electric authorities subject to procurement being limited to US - produced materials and 
equipment; and 

the Clean Coal Technology Program, part of  the Energy Policy Act - limits projects selected by 
the Agency for International Development to equipment with a minimum 50 per cent US 
manufacturing content. 

On the other hand, the W O  observes that preferential margins have not increased in scope or in 
number. Preferential margins have been eliminated on procurement below US $100,000 funded by 
Department of Transportation urban mass-transit grant programmes to state and local governments. 

13 PE 166.744 



Corruption and Procurement 

An duation of  equivalent opportunities in public procurement markets is complicated by the lack 
of transparency or different fiscal treatment of certain procurement practices. The US administration 
has been pursuing agreement in the World Trade Organization, the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development and bilaterally to eliminate tax deductibility of  bribes paid to foreign 
officials and to criminalize such bribes altogether. Many EU Member States pennit some form of 
tax deductibility, whereas the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act imposes on US exporters certain 
standards of conduct when tendering abroad. Under the Act, US companies are banned from 
making direct payments to foreign officials involved in evaluating tenders made by their companies. 
According to US authorities, bribery efforts by foreign companies undermine the competitive 
position of US companies on international markets. The US authorities seek to improve transparency 
o f  procurement policies by its trading partners through the implementation o f  the Agreement on 
Government Procurement as well as through international co-operation in the OECD, the W O  and 
the Quadrilateral Group (US, EU, Japan and Canada). An arrangement on transparency, openness 
and due process in government procurement practices among all 120 W O  Members will be an 
important step towards a more comprehensive multilateral agreement in the W O  in the near 
fiture14. 

14 PE 166.744 



PUBLIC PROCUREMENT IN THE EU 

Value of Procurement 

According to the Green Paper on public procurement in the EU15, every year, the EU's public 
authorities spend about 720 billion ECU buying goods and services : this represents 11 per cent of 
EU GDP. A more detailed breakdown of this figure is not given. However, the Deloitte & Touche 
1994 study on public procurement indicates that sub-central government procurement expenditure 
on goods, services and construction may be twice that of central government expenditure ; 
procurement expenditure of EU public utilities is in the same order of magnitude as that of central 
governments. 

In another (unpublished) 1996 study for the Commission by Eurostrategy Consultants on Public 
Procurement, the Deloitte & Touche results are confirmed with more details on the type of 
procurement. 

In terms of procurement by entity type, sub-central government entities accounted for almost half 
of total EU15 public procurement in 1994, followed by central government (29 %) and utilities 
24 %). Individual Member States showed significant variations due to institutional differences in 
public sector structure, and the impact of austerity budgets. Compared to 1987, sub-central 
government procurement had increased, whereas central government and utilities purchasing had 
decreased slightly, reflecting : 
(a) decentralisation in purchasing fiom central to regional and local government ; 
(b) privatisation of utilities. 

In terms of procurement by contract type, supplies contracts accounted for nearly 40 % of total 
purchasing in 1994, with the remainder split equally between works and services. Compared to 1987, 
no significant shift in this breakdown had occured. 

The estimated total number of entities covered by the EU legislation and with the potential to offer 
contracts above the thresholds was around 11 1,000 in 1995, half of which were sub-central 
government entities. 

Is COM (96) 603 final 
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The EU and the GPA 

Public procurement in EU Member States is governed primarily by four DirectivesI6. These cover 
procurement of services ("Services" Directive 92/50/ECC), public supplies ("Supplies" Directive 
93/36/EEC), public works contracts ("Workstt Directive 93/37/EEC) and some procurement of 
goods and services by entities operating in the water, energy, transport, and telecommunications 
sectors (the "Utilities" Directive 93/38EEC). These Directives are complemented by Directive 
89/665/EEC which established procedures to review the award of public supply and works contracts, 
and Directive 92/13/EEC concerning remedies in the so-called excluded sectors (water, energy, 
transport, and telecoms). The benefits of EU legislation have been extended to Norway, Iceland and 
Liechtenstein through the EEA Agreement. Moreover, procurement openings have been made 
possible through bilateral agreements with the US and the Plurilateral W O  GPA. The 1994 GPA 
represented ten times the value of public procurement contracts covered previously by the Tokyo 
Round Agreement of 1979. It therefore affects in a visible way daily industrial activities and public 
procurement practices. 

In Telecommunications, the "Utilities" Directive provides that in respect of product supply and 
services contracts above 600,000 ECU, sufficient publicity should be given through publication of 
a tender notice in the Official Journal of the EC and that contracts should be attributed according 
to transparent criteria. It aims particularly at avoiding discrimination in favour for a "national 
champion". Provisions to ensure effective application of the procurement legislation are contained 
in the so-called Remedies Directive (92/13/EEC). 

Implementation of the 1996 GPA in the EU required amendment of above-mentioned Directives. 
The European Commission submitted two proposals in this connection to the EU Council of 
Ministers in 1995 to bring them into line with the GPA by January 1, 1996. These are transposed 
into national legislation of the Member States since the latter are co-signatories of the GPA. Some 
procurement - especially in the "excluded" and services sectors - is not covered by Directives and 
remains subject to national legislation and the general principles of the Treaty, including Articles 7 
(non-discrimination), 30 (fiee movement of goods), 59 (fieedom to provide services), 85, 86 and 
90 (competition), and 92 (state aids). Since this is not accompanied by strict contract award 
procedures and compulsory ad hoc remedies, actual implementation of these disciplines is uncertain. 

The GPA approaches l i i o n  in the same manner as the Directives, i.e. in principle prohibiting 
discrimination and establishing transparent contract award procedures and challenge mechanisms. 
The non-discrimination principles of the GPA did not require amendment of the EC procurement 
Directives. The latter already applied l'universalis'' with no possibility for entities to discriminate 
between EU, GPA, or non-GPA suppliers. Where discrimination against third country products was 
explicitly foreseen (e.g. Art. 36 of the Utilities Directive), it was terminated. 

l6 Pierre Didier, "The Uruguay Round Government Procurement Agreement. Implementation in the European Union" in 
p, hard Hoekman (ed) 1996. 
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In the proposed amended utilities Directive 93/38/EEC (COM (96) 598 final), the Commission 
emphasizes that it is important to ensure that European companies are given a level playing field by 
proposing to amend the procurement Directives in order to : 

a) avoid discrimination against Community companies and give them the same advantages 
that third country companies enjoy pursuant to the GPA ; and 

b) ensure coherence between the two legal regimes. This way contracting authorities, which 
are subject to both the directives and the GPA, will be able to conform to the GPA by 
applying the provisions of the amended Directives. 

In October 1996, the EP had invited the Commission to make a new proposal which provides for 
the implementation of the GPA by means of a specific directive. 

Reciprocity provisions in the "Excluded Sectors" Directive - covering supplies and works in the 
areas of water, energy, transport and telecommunications - triggered a dispute with the United States 
in 1993. On 30 April 1993, the United States excluded EU suppliers, except German firms, fiom US 
federal procurement contracts not covered by a Memorandum of Understanding". 
The MOU of May 1993 provides for national treatment in specified areas, including heavy electrical 
equipment and selected services, on the basis of sectoral reciprocity. In return, central government 
entities of certain Member States are required to reject bids fiom US firms for public works, supplies 
and service contracts below certain thresholds. 

In April 1994, the Commission and the US authorities concluded an agreement extending the 1993 
MOU until the entry into force of the W O  Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA). The 
agreement, ratified in late - May 1995, improves access conditions to a limited number of sub-federal 
US entities not covered by the WTO Agreement as originally signed and extends a limited number 
of concessions on both sides in the electricity sector and in post services. For the US, goods, works 
and services of 37 States are opened to foreign bidders. In return, the EU opened up all sub-central 
government entities to US suppliers of goods. The agreement also commits both parties to co- 
operating on transparency. Potential procurement covered by the 1994 bilateral agreement is 
estimated at over US$lOO billion annually in each market. 

It should also be noted that no agreement has been reached with the US with respect to access to 
procurement in the telecommunications sector. This led the United States to impose sanctions on 
EU bidders participating in tenders below threshold, including sub-threshold contracts awarded by 
6 federally-owned electrical utilities. The EU responded by imposing counter sanctions against US 
bidders. The US sanctions are still in place and were extended since 1 January 1995 to the three new 
Member States. 

The United States Trade Representative (USTR.) monitors the GPA in its annual National Trade 
Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers. Title VII of the 1988 Omnibus Trade and 
Competitiveness Act delegates the USTR to ident* countries that discriminate in their government 
procurement. The 1997 Report in Annex 3 illustrates the latest US perceptions of public 

It was argued by some German observers that Germany was prohibited under a 1954 friendship agreement with the United 
State, grandfathered under the Treaty ofRome, fitm discriminating against US h s .  However, the extension of Community 
recognition of the 1954 agreement, at end of 1993, was made conditional upon Germany's recognition of the priority of EC 
law. 
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procurement in the EU Member States. The USTR pursues a multi-faceted approach to ensure 
access to public procurement. It can address itself to the WTO and its dispute settlement 
mechanism ; more importantly it can exercise pressure on the EU and individual Member States, as 
shown in the USTR report. 

American businesses in the EU have expressed a number of  reservations regarding the practices in 
force in the EU for the awarding o f  public market contracts, in particular the fixing of excessively 
short deadlines, and the "splitting" of requirements in calls for tender so that they remain under 
European thresholds. This was a recent reaction o f  the EU Committee o f  the American Chamber o f  
Commerce to the Green Paper". 

Aaence EuroDe, 44-97, no 6947, "EU/public procurement ; satisfaction and some criticism from the American Side". 
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The Impact of EU Procurement Rules on Market Structures 

The unpublished Eurostrategy Consultants 1996 study on public procurement gives some 
preliminary indications on the economic impact o f  EU procurement legislation. 

Although there have been recession-induced price reductions for strategic purchases, no real price 
convergence has occurred, with the exception of  cardiac monitors, buses and office machinery. 

In all procurement sensitive sectors there has been significant supply-side rationalisation, reflectd in 
reduced employment and productivity improvements. 

Table 2. Economic indicators Public Procurement 

Public Sector Import 
penetration (%) 1994 

Trade 
change 
1988-92 

production 
% change 
1988-92 

Employment 
change 
1988-92 

S e c t o r ~ u c t  Rice 
convergence 

1987-93 

N 
nla 
N 

NlS* 
S 

NE** 

N 
N 
N 

NIS 
N 

d a  

d a  

. .  

indirect 

8 
13 

17-19 

16-19 
22-29 
19-21 

18-22 
11-14 
11-14 
19-2 1 
9-10 

4-7 

5-6 

direct 

+2.3 
+l 2 
+3.5 

Low-tech prod~ctr 
office furniture 
uniforms 
printing and paper 

5 
3 

C1 

++ 
++ 
+ 

+l 
-17 
+3 

~~ ~ 

High-tech productr 
common tech. specs. 
Motor vehicles 
office machinery 
medical equip. 

3-4 
4 
5 4  

++ 
++ 
++ 

N.1 
+6.5 
nla 

-18 
-13 
nla 

High-tech productr 
daywent tech. specs. 
telecommunications equip.*** 
power generating equip*** 
power distribution equip.*** 
railway rolling stock*** 
boilers 

Works 
Constructionlcivil eng. 

Services 
Consulting engineering 

6-8 
6-7 
6-7 

10-1 1 
4 

-1.5 
+2.7 
+2.7 
+6.6 

-18 
-19 
-19 
-5 
-9 

+ 
++ 
++ 
++ 

3 +l .2 +7 

1 + 

Notes: N = none, S = some, nla = not available, + + = strong increase, + = increase, - = decrease 
* buses 
* * cardiac monitors 
*** Single Market (public sector) induced restructured industries 

Sources: Survey Data from Euro Strategy Consultants Eurogroup, "Public Procurement", final report 1996 
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In the %ommodity' areas, despite significant recession induced price reductions in national markets, 
any change cannot be attributed to the procurement legislation since: 

(a) there has been no price convergence, reflecting the supply-chain structure (purchasing fiom 
national wholesalers) and the bulk of the public sector imports being indirect; 

(b) there has been signdicant non-publication both in terms of number of entities publishing (an 
estimated 14% published of the potential) and the underpublication of above threshold 
procurement (as illustrated by the example of the typical sub-central government entity 
which published an estimated 25-30% of their purchasing of works and supplies). 

In the strategic areas, there has not only been a recession induced reduction in employment, but also 
a (public sector) market-induced restructuring, which has resulted in : 

(a) the creation of a small number of global players in telecommunications, power generation 
equipment and railway rolling stock ; 

(b) significantly increased intra and extra-EU trade, the bulk of which has been in indirect 
imports reflecting the strategies of these global players to have local manufacturing 
(assembly) capabilities in key European markets ; 

(c) no apparent price convergence. 

Despite the lack of price convergence, since 1990, suppliers in high cost strategic product areas have 
been forced by public purchasers to reduce their prices by 20-40 %, reflecting the recession and 
squeeze on public spending. 

For strategic products with common technical specifications, the identified price convergence 
between 1987 and 1994, implies the achievement of savings in the less competitive Member States. 
Particularly in the telecommunications area, the in-depth interviews showed that the public sector 
has enjoyed sigdicant technology-related savings, reflecting the liberalisation of the European 
telecommunications market. 

Elsewhere in the strategic areas, the absence of price convergence implies that any national price 
savings can only be attributed to the recession. 

The introduction of the public procwement legislation has caused some purchasers to put more calls 
for competition in the Official Journal, particularly in the area of "commodity" products. This has 
resulted in 9-13 % of all suppliers to the public sector winning at least one new contract which 
would not have been identified otherwise. 

In terms of direct competition fiom other EU suppliers estimated total intra-EU direct import 
penetration rose fiom 1.4 % in 1987 to 3 % in 1994 which due to its low weighting in total public 
sector purchasing could not have resulted in sigmficant price savings. 

Similarly, there is a concensus of opinion of those surveyed in the demand-side survey that the 
application of the legislation has created additional administration costs. 

As the Utilities Directive has only been in force for the majority of Member States since January 
1993 (for supplies and works) and the Services Directive for the public sector since July 1993 and 
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for utilities since July 1994 (in most Member States), it could be argued that realistically, the 
timescales are too short to expect the legislation to have l l l y  achieved its objectives. Since the 
public sector Supplies and Work Directives have been in force since January 1989 and July 1990 
respectively in the majority of Member States it would be reasonable to expect a high degree of 
compliance with the legislation, a necessary condition for achieving the downstream gains. 

Overall, it is important to note that, as a consequence of the implementation of the public 
procurement legislation, 

(a) there have been instances where purchasing entities have achieved considerable savings on 
individual procurements, which, coupled with the continued existence of substancial intra- 
EU price differences, support the hypothesis that there is potential for significant public 
sector savings ; 

(b) when new suppliers responded positively to public sector opportunities a high proportion 
was successfd, implying that the purchasing entity had benefited fiom a more "economically 
advantageous" offer. 
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CONCLUSION 

Evaluation of the GPA between the EU and the US 

In most market economies, the public sector represents a substantial share of intermediate and final 
demand. Based on sheer size, government preferences, like any other import restraint affecting a 
comparable share of the national income, potentially have a s i m c a n t  impact on efficiency and 
national income. 

There is, however a difference between potential and actual impact. Because of the different nature 
of EU and US procurement patterns, the potential impact resulting in equivalent market access may 
be relatively limited. The US has a concentrated procurement pattern ; the EU is still in the process 
of liberalising its own internal procurement market. 

Although, the 1994 GPA covered ten times the value of the earlier 1979 Procurement code and is 
an important instrument of trade liberalisation, its effects are likely to be gradual and limited. The 
reasons are : limited coverage of sectors and the large number of derogations as shown by the 
bilateral US-EU Agreement of 1994. 

By opening up only certain procurement above a specified threshold to import competition, the GPA 
makes it difficult to grasp just what, in practical terms, has been achieved. Since prior to the 
Uruguay Round, only goods were subject to the GATT system, the addition of services adds an 
entirely new and as yet uncertain dimension. 

The 1994 Deloitte & Touche study on "Public Procurement Opportunities European Union and 
Government of the United  state^"'^ intended to survey equivalent market opportunities, in the 
context of the negotiations concerning the GATT code extension to public procurement. 

Although it contained precious data on public procurement markets, it could not estimate the effects 
of market opening which was under negotiation at that time. 

Therefore, the Commission has tendered a number of studies to monitor the application of the W O  
Agreement in certain GPA signatory countries. From the CRS Studies data-base, it appears that the 
studies undertaken by consultants MaImagren, Golt, Kingston and Deloitte Touche are of relevance. 
However, the results will only become available in Autumn 199720 . 

Annex 3 "References Selected Studies on Public Procurement carried out for the 
Commission, p6 

*O Annex 3 ,  p1 
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Another study, not catalogued in the CRS studies database commissioned by DG I will deal with 
the effects of Buy American dispositions on EU exports to the US of certain products. This study 
is under way and its results are not expected before Autumn 1997. 

These studies, including those dealing with the liberalization process of  the internal procurement 
market, complement the discussion around the 1996 Green Paper on Public Procurement. 
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United States 

NON-TARIFF BARRIERS 

Government Procurement. 

Although the concept of national security can be invoked under Article XXIII of the WTO 
Government Procurement Agreement (GPA) to limit national treatment in the defence sector for 
foreign suppliers, the use of national security considerations by the US has led in practice to a 
disproportionate reduction in the scope of DoD supplies covered by the GPA. 

While the US denies abusing the WTO national security exemption, it has indicated a readiness, in the 
context of the implementation of the GPA, to disseminate more guidance to US procurement officials 
for identifymg which procurements are covered by the Agreement and which by national security 
exemptions. It has also expressed its intention to ensure clear and consistent identification of national 
security procurements, and improve the coherence of the US Federal Supply Classification System 
with the international Harmonised System. Together, these mark a first small step towards more 
acceptable practices. 

The concept of ''national security" was originally used in the 1941 Defence Appropriation Act to 
restrict procurement by the DoD to US sourcing. Now known as the Berry Amendment, its scope has 
been extended to secure protection for a wide range of products only tangentially related to national 
security concerns - for example, the General Accounting Office 1992 ruling that the purchase of fuel 
cells for helicopters is subject to the Berry Amendment fibre content provisions, and the withdrawal of 
a contract to supply oil containment booms to the US Navy because of the same textile restrictions. 

Although the Berry Amendment does provide for waivers from its strict requirements, it is not clear 
whether the DoD actually makes use of these possibilities. 

Further DoD procurement restrictions are based on the National Security Act of 1947 and the Defence 
Production Act of 1950, which grant authority to impose restrictions on foreign supplies in order to 
preserve the domestic mobilisation base and the overall preparedness posture of the US. 

At the same time, defence procurement from foreign companies is sometimes also impeded by Buy 
America restrictions on federally funded programmes (see section 2.4.4.). US Allies including eleven 
EU member states have concluded Co-operative Industrial Defence Agreements or Reciprocal 
Procurement Agreements (Memorandums of Understanding - MOUs) with the US. These agreements 
provide for a waiver by the Secretary of Defence of the price differentials under Buy America 
restrictions with respect to goods produced by the Allies. They aim to promote more efficient 
cooperation in research, development and production of defence equipment and achieve greater 
rationalisation, standardisation, and compatibility. 

However, US legislation allows the Administration (DoD and USTR) to rescind a waiver if it 
determines that a particular Ally discriminates against US products. In addition, Congress is 
unilaterally overriding the MOUs by imposing ad hoc Buy America requirements during the annual 
budget process. According to EU industrial sources, there are also indications that US procurement 
officers disregard the exemption of Buy America restrictions for MOU countries, e.g. in the case of 
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officers disregard the exemption o f  Buy America restrictions for MOU countries, e.g. in the case o f  
hel-cells, ball and roller bearings and steel forging items. 

A 1989 DoD Report to Congress casts doubt on whether many of  the procurement restrictions 
contribute towards the aim o f  maintaining an essential US industrial base. The main arguments against 
procurement restrictions are that they: 

increase by 30 to 50% the price of  DoD requirements; 
are a disincentive for investment and innovation; 
are costly in terms o f  paperwork and management; 
have produced increased lead-times for supply by domestic industries; 
maintain a climate o f  protectionism; 
create an atmosphere o f  animosity with allies, particularly when they violate the spirit o f  the 
MOUs. 

In April 1994, the EU and US finalised a hrther round of bilateral negotiations. The new agreement, 
building on the 1993 Memorandum of Understanding, was - in essence - hlly integrated into the WTO 
Government Procurement Agreement, which entered into force on 1 January 1996. The 1994 
agreement expands coverage to include some sub-central government agencies, electricity utilities, 
ports and airports. However, US sub-federal coverage is still incomplete (only 39 o f  the 50 States, and 
7 o f  the 24 largest US cities are covered), and the EU has therefore scaled back its offer to match. 

Although this agreement reduces the number of  "Buy America'' restrictions, EU firms still face 
substantial difficulties when tendering in the US. A number of federally hnded programmes still 
contain "Buy America" restrictions which limit export opportunities from EU firms. Set aside 
provisions for US small businesses also constitute a significant barrier for EU companies in the US 
government procurement market. 

The EU is now looking to the new multilateral and bilateral agreements to expand the level o f  
opportunities for EU suppliers and contractors. The EU will closely monitor US implementation of 
these agreements. 

Furthermore, as part o f  the Joint EU-US Action Plan, the EU and US have agreed to discuss all 
outstanding bilateral issues on government procurement. Clearly, whilst welcoming progress already 
made on the US side to open its government procurement markets, the EU expects hrther 
improvements in the areas outlined below to be made in the context of the transatlantic dialogue. 

Federal "Buy America** legislation - The Buy America Act of 1933, as amended, contains the basic 
principles o f  a general buy national policy. It covers a number of  discriminatory measures, generally 
termed "Buy America" restrictions, which apply to government-funded purchases. These take several 
forms: some prohibit public sector bodies from purchasing goods and services from foreign sources. 
Others establish local content requirements, while others still extend preferential price terms to 
domestic suppliers. "Buy America'' restrictions therefore not only directly reduce the opportunities for 
European exports, but also discourage US bidders from using European products or services. 

The restrictions apply to government supply and construction contracts, and require Federal agencies 
to procure only US mined or produced unprocessed goods, and only manufactured goods with at least 
a 50% local content. Executive Order10582 of 1954, as amended, expands the scope o f  the Buy 
America Act in order to allow procuring entities to set aside procurement for small businesses and 
firms in labour surplus areas, and to reject foreign bids either for national interest or national security 
reasons. 

Similar restrictions to those in the Buy America Act are contained in: 

the National Security Act o f  1947 and the Defence Production Act of  1950; 
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the National Security Act of 1947 and the Defence Production Act of 1950; 
the Department of Defence Balance of Payments Program, which provides for a 50% price 
correction on foreign offers, when compared with US offers; 
the Competition in Contracting Act of 1984, which allows the procuring agencies to restrict 
procurement, on a case by case basis, in order to achieve industrial mobilisation objectives. 
The National Space Policy Directive of 1990, which establishes that US Government satellites 
will be launched solely on US manufactured launch vehicles, unless a specific exemption has 
been granted by the President. The measure is part of a set of coordinated actions to strengthen 
the US launch industry and is clearly detrimental to European launch service providers. 
European launch operators are effectively barred from competing for US government launch 
contracts, which account for approximately 80% of the US satellite market. The restriction, 
which initially applied to the launching of military satellites, was justified by the US on national 
security grounds, but is now also imposed on satellites for civilian use. 

In addition to legislative restrictions, the US Congress regularly adopts some ad hoc Buy America 
provisions as part of the Budget Authorisations and/or Appropriations legislation that apply to 
federally fbnded programmes. These typically raise price preferences from a standard 6% up to 
10-25%, notably in the water, transport (mass transit, airport and highway construction), energy, and 
telecommunications sectors. By way of examples: 

The Airport and Airway Safety, Capacity, Noise Improvement and Inter-modal Transportation 
Act of 1993 includes a price preference and local content provisions for US steel and 
manufactured products procured by the Federal Aviation Authority. 
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended by Section 39 of the Clean Water Act, 
provides for a 6% price preference for US suppliers for projects for water treatment. 
The Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1978 provides federal assistance for State 
transport projects, as long as States impose US standards, include a 25% price preference for 
US equipment and require the use of US manufactured steel. 

America restrictions on steel to iron products and reserves at least 10% of the total 
appropriations for US small and disadvantaged businesses. It also provides for trade sanctions 
against a foreign country which is considered to discriminate against US suppliers. According to 
the EU steel industry, this legislation has a negative impact on trade opportunities with respect 
to procurements carried out by the Department of Transportation. 
The Amtrak Improvement Act of 1978 and successive legislation provides that steel products, 
rolling stock and power train equipment be purchased from US suppliers, unless US-made items 
cannot be purchased and delivered in the United States within a reasonable time. 
The Rural Electrification Administration provides loans and loan guarantees to telephone and 
electric authorities, subject to all the materials and equipment being domestically produced. 
Following ratification of the bilateral Marrakech agreement, "Buy American" restrictions will 
only apply to loans made to telephone utilities. 

projects selected by the Agency for International Development for this programme must ensure 
that at least 50% of the equipment supplied must be manufactured in the US. 

The Inter-modal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 extends the existing Buy 

The Clean Coal Technology Program, which is part of the Energy Policy Act requires that 

Defence Appropriation and Authorisation Acts. 

State Buy America legislation and restrictions - "Buy America" or "buy local" legislation is also 
rife at State level in the US. Although 39 of the 50 States are covered by the bilateral agreement of 
1994 (and 90% of total procurement by value at State level), there are still gaps in the scope of the 
agreement at State level. Purchases of cars, coal and steel are exempted for many States. In the case of 
New Jersey, State legislation also provides that for the construction of public works projects financed 
by State funds, the materials used (e.g. cement), must be of domestic origin. 

Set aside for Small Businesses - The Small Business Act of 1953, as amended, requires executive 
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agencies to place a fair proportion of their purchases with small businesses. These are defined as 
businesses located in the United States which make a significant contribution to the US economy and 
are not dominant. Currently, the concept of  fair proportion means that the Government-wide goal for 
participation by small businesses shall be established at no less than 20% o f  the total value o f  all prime 
contract awards for each fiscal year. Under the normal bid procedures, there is a 12% preference for 
small businesses in bid evaluation for civilian agencies (instead of  the standard 6%). In the case o f  the 
Department o f  Defence, the standard 50% preference applies to all US businesses offering a US 
product. 

An important number of States also operate particularly proactive small businesses and minority 
set-aside policies. It is estimated that in States like California and Texas such policies effectively close 
off around 20% of  procurement opportunities to foreign firms. In Kentucky as much as 70% is set 
aside for small businesses. The new WTO Government Procurement Agreement will not, at present, 
affect the operation o f  these set asides. 
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European Union 

Discrimination in the Utilities Sector 

In 1990, in an effort to open government procurement markets within the EU, the EU adopted a Utilities 
Directive covering purchases in the water, transportation, energy, and telecommunications sectors. The 
directive, which went into effect in January 1993, requires open, objective bidding procedures (a benefit 
for U.S. firms) but discriminates against non-EU bids absent an international or bilateral agreement. Under 
the directive, EU procuring utilities may exclude bids with less than 50 percent EU value without additional 
justification. In addition, acceptable bids with a majority of EU-content must receive a three percent price 
preference over otherwise equivalent non-EU bids. 

On May 25,1993, the United States and the EU signed a bilateral Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
under h c h  the EU agreed to waive the discriminatory provision of the Utilities Directive with respect to 
procurement by electrical utilities. At the same time, the EU agreed to expand coverage of the GATT 
Government Procurement Code procedures to procurement of services and construction by its Member 
States. In retum, the U.S. agreed to remove “ B y  American” preferences in procurement by federally- 
owned utilities (Tennessee Valley Authority and the five Department of Energy Utilities) and by executive 
branch agencies not previously subject to the GATT Government Procurement Code. The U.S. also agreed 
to waive “Buy American” requirements for construction contracts and to provide Code treatment to 
procurement of services. However, because the EU would not eliminate discrimination in 
telecommunications procurement, the U.S. simultaneously imposed sanctions on goods and services from 
the EU Member States. These sanctions do not apply to Spain, Greece, Portugal, and Germany, because 
these countries do not apply the discriminatory provisions of the Utilities Directive. The EU retaliated by 
imposing limited sanctions on U.S. goods and suppliers. 

On April 15,1994, the United States and the EU concluded a procurement agreement that expanded upon 
the 1993 MOU. The 1994 agreement extends non-discriminatory treatment to over $1 00 billion of 
procurement on each side, including all goods procurement by all EU subcentral governments, as well as 
to selected procurement by 37 U.S. States and seven U.S. cities. Much of the 1994 agreement is 
implemented hough the W O  Government Procurement Agreement which took effect January 1, 1996. 
The 1994 agreement, however, did not end the discrimination with respect to telecommunications 
procurement. Consequently the U.S. retained the May 25, 1993, sanctions imposed against the EU. With 
the accession of the three new Member States on January 1, 1995, the U.S. extended to them the benefits 
of the 1993 MOU and the 1994 procurement agreement, as well as the sanctions. 

On April 30, 1996, Acting USTR Barshefsky cited Germany under Title VI1 of the Omnibus Trade and 
Competitiveness Act of 1988 for its failure to implement i t s  procurement obligations. On October 1, 1996, 
she announced that agreement had been reached with Germany to reform its procurement system (see 
below). 

Member State Practices 

Some EU Member States have their own national practices regarding government procurement. A brief 
discussion of some of the national practices of particular concern to the United States follows: 
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Denmark: The Danish Government, its institutions, and entities owned by it are obligated to apply 
environmental and energy criteria on an equal footing with price, quality and delivery terms in their 
procurement of goods and services in a manner consistent with EU procurement rules. In practice, th~s will 
likely mean specification of products bearing the EU “eco-label” or products produced by firms with a 
satisfactory “ecoaudit.” The environmentdenergy requirement is likely also to spread to procurement by 
lower level governmental entities. The trend toward specification of environmentally certified products in 
government procurement raises concerns, given broader U.S. concerns with the EU ecolabeling scheme 
(see above). 

Germany German implementation of the EU Utilities and Remedies Directive was accomplished through 
modifications to the German basic budget law in February 1994. Under the terms of the 1993 U.S.-EU 
Memorandum of Understanding on government procurement (and since January 1 , 1996, the W O  
Government Procurement Agreement), the system established for reviewing bid awards covered by the EU 
Utilities Directive has also been available to U.S. firms bidding on supply contracts in the heavy electrical 
equipment sector. The review mechanism has provided an administrative means for challenging 
procurement practices in the electrical utilities sector, considered by many to be relatively closed to foreign 
suppliers. 

Since then, two U.S. firms have availed themselves of this review mechanism, alleging irregularities in 
public procurement bid procedures. Despite Germany’s obligations in the 1993 MOU, however, there 
proved to be no effective remedies available to challenge these procedures. German authorities took no 
corrective measures in either case. 

In October 1995, the European Commission formally challenged the adequacy of Germany’s 
implementation of the EU Remedies Directive. Moreover, in April 1996, the U.S. Trade Representative 
identified Germany under Title VI1 of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 for 
discrimination in the heavy electrical sector. USTR suspended the imposition of the sanctions available 
under Title VI1 on October 1, 1996, following a decision by the German Cabinet in late September to 
address U.S. concerns and reform German procurement regulations by providing for court-based review 
of bid challenges, in line with EU requirements. The German Government has drafted new legislation and 
plans to incorporate the new procurement regulations, which will combine administrative and judicial 
review, into existing German competition law. The draft bill will likely enter the formal legislative process 
in early spring 1997 and is expected to enter into force on Janllary 1 , 1998. The U.S. Government, in 
consultation with industry, is studying the proposed legislation. 

Greece: Greek laws and regulations concerning government procurement nominally guarantee 
nondiscriminatory treatment of foreign suppliers. Oflicially, Greece also adheres to EU procurement policy, 
and Greece joined the WTO Government Procurement Code in 1992. 

Nevertheless, many of the following problems still exist: occasional sole-sourcing (explained as extensions 
of previous contracts), loosely written specifications which are subject to varying interpretations, and 
allegiance of tender evaluators to technologies offered by longtime, tradltional suppliers. It is also a widely- 
held belief that firms from other EU Member States have an automatic advantage over non-EU contenders 
in winning Greek Government tenders. It has been noted that U.S. companies submitting joint proposals 
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with European companies are more likely to succeed in winning a contract. Greece continues to insist on 
offset agreements as a condition for purchase of defense items. In December 1996, the Greek Parliament 
passed legislation which allows public utilities in the energy, water, transport, and telecommunications 
sectors to sign “term agreements” with local industry for procurement. “Term agreements” are contracts 
to which Greek suppliers are given significant preference in order to support the national manufacturing 
base. This was made possible as a result of Greece’s receipt of an extension until January 1, 1998, to 
implement the EU Utilities Directive. 

Italy. Italy’s fiagmented, often non-transparent government procurement practices and previous problems 
with corruption have created obstacles to U.S. firms’ participation in Italian government procurement. Italy 
has, however, made some progress over the past year in making the laws and regulations concerning 
government procurement more transparent, although Italy has not yet fully implemented its government 
procurement obligations under either the WTO Government Procurement Agreement or EU directives. 
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